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Louis Malle 

 

I started this essay with the assumption that Malle had been an expert, highly intelligent, 

committed director. Watching his work in sequence, I found that I was right – but that it took 

him a long time getting there, and that he kept slipping back. 

 There’s one interesting shot in his early films. In Les Amants (1958), as Jeanne Moreau 

and her soon-to-be lover get near to the chateau where her husband (“the bear”), is standing 

with her best friend and her previous lover (“the corpses”), Malle contrives a shot – it doesn’t 

seem a trick – in which you see her soon-to-be lover’s eyes in the rear-view mirror, watching 

the three unsuspecting bourgeois from a distance. He’s close, big and critical – they’re 

remote, small, and vulnerable. It gives a feeling of cultural detachment and menace which 

nothing else in the film’s comfy scenario supports. 

 I wondered if the gaunt, arthritic, unrecognisably bald presence of Gaston Modot as the 

butler to the chateau was meant as a reference, but it’s probably not. Modot is not just the 

statue-sucking foot-fetishist in Buñuel’s L’Age d’Or, but is immortal as Schumacher 

(francese “Shu-ma-chère”), the jealous gamekeeper in La Règle du Jeu. Has Marcel Dalio’s 

chateau shrunk to this little measure in Les Amants, that they can afford only the elderly 

gamekeeper and one nanny – and is Moreau’s escape into the erotic night what Nora Gregor 

might have enjoyed, had she really focussed on her aviator? But, though Les Amants is anti-

bourgeois, it’s on such a small scale, and though the more make-up Moreau takes off the 

more beautiful she gets – cp. Thelma and Louise, though Gina Davis’s discovery of the Big O 

in the arms of Brad Pitt is far better edited than what Moreau undergoes here – she remains a 

bit of a blank. We don’t feel for her, as we do for Nora Gregor in La Règle … 

 Malle has misleadingly terrific titles. L’Ascenseur pour l’Échafaud (1958), and Zazie 
dans le métro (1960), promise far more than the films deliver. The titles could be ironic: the 

lift by which the protagonist ascends to the scaffold (except that he escapes the scaffold), 

sticks between floors, and he has to stay the night in it. He’s a foolish fellow anyway, because 

not only does he leave his car ticking over, with the keys in, while he tries to ascend 

l’ascenseur, but he’s forgotten, in his panic, the rope and grappling iron by which he 

ascended, to kill his boss. Did the paras really teach him so little in Algeria and Indo-China? 

Making so many mistakes in the first reel forfeits all possible respect for him. If this is the 

best Jeanne Moreau can do for an adulterous affair, we think, well, tant pis pour elle. 

 

    
 

You can see why they sacked him from Lawrence of Arabia 
once they’d discovered Omar Sharif. 

 

 The less said about Zazie (whose heroine never makes it into the métro), the better. I once 

thought up a really good game for after a pseuds’ dinner-party: “Think of all the jokes in all 

the Joseph Losey films you’ve seen”. Anyone who claimed to remember a single one would 

be disqualified. Zazie is the sort of film Losey would have made, were he suddenly told, on 

his deathbed, that he had to do one comedy before he snuffed it. Zazie is panicked, strained, 

self-conscious, and never makes you laugh at all. The one funny thing you expect to see – 

Philippe Noiret in drag – you never get. 
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 Malle knew that with Jeanne Moreau as his leading woman he couldn’t go wrong – if his 

direction or scenario couldn’t hold the audience’s attention, her infinite variety would. With 

Maurice Ronet, his male lead in both L’Ascenseur … and Le Feu Follet (1963), he didn’t 

have the same advantage. Ronet’s looks, halfway between those of Laurence Harvey and of 

the young Christopher Plummer, lack both the skinny depravity of the former and the 

irregular grin of the latter, with no compensating individuality of their own. In L’Ascenseur 

… you feel he’s just the kind of guy who would do something as boring as get stuck in a lift 

in a panic: in Le Feu Follet, it’s a terrible thing to say, but he doesn’t look interesting enough 

to want to commit suicide. Our uncertainty as to whether he will is thus cancelled out by our 

doubt as to whether he would, and the film drags on, only enlivened by moments like the one 

where Moreau herself, spectacles on nose, grins at him through a window and mouths “Tu – a 

– l’air – d’un – ca – da – vre!” which would work even better if he did have such an air, but 

he doesn’t. Truffaut had better luck, or showed better casting instinct, when he put Charles 

Denner in the lead of L’Homme qui aimait les Femmes. Denner, though he doesn’t look like a 

cadaver, does look possessed and damned, which Ronet never does. 

 The success of all these films so far is mysterious, though they were uncompromising for 

the late fifties and early sixties. 

 Suddenly, in Le Souffle au Coeur (1971), it all changes. The style’s more confident and 

relaxed, the acting unselfconscious (especially the acting of Lea Massari). The camera’s more 

fluent and unobtrusive, an interested and acute but self-effacing spectator to happenings we 

believe in. The autobiographical scenario is twenty-five times more real than those of any of 

his previous films, the colour – so different from the garish colour of Zazie – brings the movie 

into the real world. The political background, against the 1950s war in Indo China, gives the 

whole thing a depth towards which the previous gestures – principally involving Maurice 

Ronet and his army past – couldn’t pretend to. 

 And the way Malle depicts just how obnoxious adolescent boys can get beats everything 

he’s done. Having said that, the relationship between the principal obnoxious boy and his 

sexy mother is the only interesting one in any of Malle’s films to this date. 

 

 
 

 Lacombe Lucien (1974), is recognisably from the same, new-model Malle as Le Souffle 
au Coeur, but is so profound and frightening that one might say, the really great Malle starts 

here. As a portrait of another obnoxious adolescent boy – though this time, obnoxious almost 

without redeeming feature – it’s unbelievably subtle, given how dull and stupid its protagonist 

is: surely no confused teenage sadist ever deserved such multi-dimensional treatment. But 

Lucien the Vichy collaborator (“Je suis police Allemaand!”), is not the film’s sole focus: this 
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time, Malle’s political canvas is much wider: he wants us to see why so many people – non 
seulement les sadiques – drift into, rather than choose, evil. Why collaboration with the Nazis 

was a political option in WWII, which one took. 

 

 Nevertheless, it’s Lucien and his 

psychology which dominate. Malle (who co-

wrote with Patrick Modiano), shows us his 

obsession with destruction and death from the 

first reel: killing the chaffinch with his 

catapault from the hospital window; shooting 

rabbit after rabbit with single shots; stroking 

the face of a dead horse; chopping the head 

off a chicken. The major irony is that at first 

he wants to put this capacity for violence at 

the service of the Maquis, and it’s only a flat 

tyre which causes him to drift into 

collaborating. Within half a day, he’s 

betrayed the Maquis leader whom he 

approached, and the man is being tortured 

while Lucien listens and looks on, only 

partially comprehending what he’s done, and 

what it will lead to next. Malle makes use of 

a huge dog, perpetually yawning, who 

slouches around indifferently as the man 

screams while he’s beaten up, and is half-

drowned  in   a   bath  over  and   over   again. 
 

Lucien understands only slightly more than the dog. 

 When Lucien says the name of his country, his sud-ouest accent makes it come out as 

“Frinc-e”. 

 In an extraordinary scene, he barges into the flat of a Jewish tailor whose daughter he 

fancies (her name is France, or “Frinc-e”), with a present of six bottles of champagne, and 

invites himself to dinner. He’s so greedy for the soup that he’s drunk most of it before he 

realises that he’s forgotten to open the crate of champagne. He’s then so full of his version of 

romance and generosity that he seems not to know that Jews and collaborators with the Nazis 

don’t usually get on. The acting of Holge Löwenadler as the tailor, resigned to almost 

everything that life can bring him, but still not quite prepared for this bizarrerie, is alone 

worth the price of the DVD set. If there’s a criticism, it’s that Aurore Clément as his daughter 

looks just too virginal and serious – too sensitive and moral – to run after Lucien as she does. 

 

 
 

 Later, the tailor’s daughter teaches Lucien to dance, while the huge dog yawns on the 

stair above them. Later still, he strokes her naked body as she sleeps, with the same gentle 

fascination that he showed when stroking the face of the dead horse. 
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 Malle works through the whole evil situation with horrible logic. 

 How Malle moved in less than a year from Lacombe Lucien to the serious drivel which is 

Black Moon (1975), is one of cinema’s great mysteries. Black Moon is not annoying in the 

way Zazie is: Zazie annoys because you can see what it’s trying to do – make you laugh – and 

can see that it’s failing. In the case of Black Moon, you have no idea what it’s trying to do. 

It’s not trying to do an Alice in Wonderland, or if it is, it’s missed the point, because there are 

no conversations, and what’s a film without conversations? Added to which we judge 

everything in Lewis Carroll by Alice’s sensible standards, and we’re never sure whether this 

heroine has any standards, still less what they are. Alice is intelligent and charming; this 

heroine … well, her knickers fall down for no reason, she falls off ladders, and she sits on a 

piano-stool without noticing that there’s a hedgehog asleep on it. Added to which, the idea of 

Alice breast-feeding an evil old granny, who spends most of her time talking to a kangaroo-

rat, is rather strange. 

 The film is not doing a Buñuel, despite being co-written by his daughter-in-law, and 

despite the huge number of dead and living animals, birds and insects it contains (vague 

echoes of Lacombe Lucien, except there they’re really dead). It’s not out to shock the 

bourgeoisie, but to bewilder everyone, and it has no shoe-fetishists, nor indeed perverts of any 

kind (there’s latent paedophilia and sibling incest – but only if you insist). And it’s not funny, 

which Buñuel contrives to be constantly. 

 Driving a battered car through a brutal and incomprehensible war zone is from Bergman’s 

The Shame; but despite having Sven Nykvist as its photographer, it’s not Bergmanesque 

either: the characters aren’t interesting enough – indeed, aren’t interesting at all – indeed, 

aren’t really characters. 

 In short, it’s worse than Zazie, because Zazie was straightforwardly incompetent. Black 
Moon is in many ways very competent, but obscure, and pretentious – if only you could 

understand what its pretensions were. 

 Looking back – even looking back at Zazie and Black Moon – we can see that Malle is 

preoccupied, not so much with people who don’t belong, but with a treacherous and brutal 

society (or at least illusory and unreliable), which offers them nothing to belong to. His 

biggest image of togetherness is the family laughing at the end of Le Souffle au Coeur, 

supposedly at the fact that its youngest member’s at last lost his virginity, but unaware of the 

fact that he’d lost it already, with his mum, who’s laughing with the rest of them. The last, 

pastoral images of Lacombe Lucien are of Lucien and France relaxing idyllically in fields: but 

we know that WWII will soon end, and just in case we can’t guess, the titles tell us that 

Lucien will soon be arrested and shot. He tried to belong, but chose the side of brutes, the side 

which made it impossible to do so. 

 Atlantic City (1980), Malle’s first American film, is all about people who aspire to 

belong, who kid themselves they have belonged, or who make strange gestures to try and 

prove that they do. It’s a film in which nothing is what it appears, and nothing is to be relied 

on. It opens with a shot of Susan Sarandon bathing her arms and bosom with juice from a 

newly-squeezed lemon, while Casta Diva plays on a tape-recorder. 

 

 

     The camera pulls back from this very odd 

ritual (won’t the lemon juice be smelly and 

sticky? does her lover like to lick it off? if so, 

he’d better hurry before it dries; where does 

Bellini fit in?), and we realise we’re watching 

from the flat opposite, where Burt Lancaster 

is watching her through the Venetian blinds. 

      Sarandon is trying to escape (a) 

Saskatchewan (“Moose Jaw – it’s near 

Medicine  Hat”),   and  (b) waitressing,  while 

training to become a croupier. Lancaster is an elderly hood who’s seen better days (he claims 

to have known Meyer Lansky and Bugsy Siegel), who’s now down to running numbers and 

being gigolo to a mad old lady in the flat below, who has bad feet. 
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 Malle cuts to a big, handsome building. We wonder why. Suddenly, the building explodes 

and collapses in a controlled demolition. Life, Malle is saying, is that unreliable, that illusory 

(shades of 9/11). It works – every time we get an establishing shot of a building from now on, 

we expect it to explode. Two young people turn up. One is a thief, the other a dumb hippy 

who’s carrying his child. They march in to the casino restaurant where Sarandon waitresses 

and demand that she puts them up. She explains to another waitress that they’re her husband 

and her sister. 

 By this time, we know to expect anything. We also know that whatever caused Black 
Moon, Malle has got over it, and is back on form. We are relieved, however, when Sarandon 

repeats her ritual with the lemon-juice – and this time sponges it off. 

 No-one can be relied on. All are parasites. No place is safe. Lancaster, having proved 

himself still a man with Sarandon in bed, can no longer prove himself a man in action, and 

can’t protect her from the mob. Next, he’s sitting at a gambling table. The mob comes for 

him. Security move them off. Sarandon, just sacked, comes for him. Security move her off, 

then Michel Piccoli (her croupier-tutor) moves her further off, and tries to pimp her. She 

attacks him, then attacks Lancaster again, then hits a mobster across the face. Security throw 

her out. Malle orchestrates it all very skilfully. 

 There’s a suspicion that we’re watching Burt Lancaster play a Wallace Shawn part, only 

older. Seventeen years after The Leopard, Lancaster still looks very presentable, with only the 

tiniest hint of a tummy. The suspicion is reinforced when Shawn actually appears, as a non-

speaking waiter; but Lancaster’s range encompasses much, including pathos. See the close-up 

when the mobster beats Sarandon up, and Lancaster is wretched, because he can do nothing. 

The beautifully brushed white hair, and the way he can’t really wear the smart clothes he buys 

with the mob money, are excellent touches. 

 The film ends with a building being demolished. 

 “I think it’s time I was caught and tried the way he was,” says Andre Gregory (to Wallace 

Shawn) – “he” being Albert Speer. It’s Malle’s next film, My Dinner with Andre (1981). 

Gregory has a wife and family on Long Island. Leaving them behind, he’s spent years 

travelling the world. He’s conducted theatre workshops in the depths of Polish forests with 

Grotowski; he’s been to India, where he was surprised to find that he felt like a tourist, and 

learned nothing; he’s been to Findhorn in Scotland, where, though it’s not clear what wisdom 

he brought away, at least he was impressed. Finally, he’s been buried alive in the depths of an 

American wood. 

 

   
 

 He is so clearly and clinically insane that at first we sympathise with Wallace Shawn’s 

unease at the thought of dining with him. And why did Malle think it would be worthwhile to 

make a cinematic record of what he said? (Shawn at first restricts his side of the conversation 

to prompts and reactions). Is Gregory, in his unfocussed, sub-Peter Brook incoherence, a 

doppelgänger for the Louis Malle who made Black Moon, with its private symbols and 

images, its foolish attempt to communicate what was incommunicable, because without 

shareable meaning? 

 Gregory is suffering from life-overload (he’s also, to judge from the expensive restaurant 

with whose menu he’s intimate, well-off). “These evenings are really like sort of, sickly 
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dreams,” he says; “because people are talking in symbols – everyone’s sort of floating 

through this fog of symbols and unconscious feelings – no-one says what they’re really 

thinking about …” He blames a Conspiracy of Greed. “… we’re starving, because we’re so 

cut off from contact with reality that we’re not getting any real sustenance, because we don’t 

see the world.” Like Artaud (a god whom he never mentions), he has – or had – messianic 

aspirations for theatre in this universal fog of materialism and insentience. When directing 

The Bacchae at Yale, he reveals, he once wanted to use a real human head, from the New 

Haven mortuary; only the actress refused. 

 Shawn doesn’t share Gregory’s horror. He doesn’t feel threatened by his own inability to 

perceive, whether or not he’s been brainwashed by the system. In a memorable speech, he 

confesses to reading Charlton Heston’s autobiography (this was nineteen years before 

Bowling for Columbine), and confesses to enjoying the cold cup of coffee that awaits him 

every morning. 

 The speech, as delivered by Shawn (who wrote it, as Gregory wrote his own speeches), 

makes him look barking mad too. In reacting against Gregory, at least, he shows that he 

shares Gregory’s dysfunctionality. Perhaps in reaction to what he displays, Gregory now 

cools down, and concedes that third age alternatives like Findhorn can become messianic, and 

just as fascistic as the system they’re revolting against. 

 This dialectic continues throughout the film. Short prologue and still shorter epilogue 

apart, we never leave the dinner-table; and quit the cinema – or wind back the cassette – with 

numerous questions buzzing around our minds, principally about ourselves: which I guess 

was Malle’s intention. 

 We’re a galaxy away from L’Ascenseur pour l’échafaud. 

 The first reel of Au Revoir les Enfants (1987), has so many echoes and self-references that 

the mind dizzies. Any French film starting with boys arriving at a boarding school sets up 

echoes of Zero de Conduite; but we’re relieved to find that, though the boys are as horrible as 

ever, the teachers in this film are kind and civilised, and don’t grope their pupils. Also, 

they’re trained professionals: the teacher leading the crocodile of pupils through the streets 

shepherds them from the side, not, like the idiot P.E. teacher in Les Quatre Cent Coups, from 

the front, so that when he arrives he has no crocodile left. There may be an intensity in the 

mother-son farewell with which the film starts which makes us nervous, having seen Le 
Souffle … 

 But it’s all different. This is not the fifties, but WWII again, as in Lacombe Lucien. A 

German soldier comes and knocks at the classroom window, and asks in hesitant French … if 

he can take confession. And who is the new boy, good at maths and music, who doesn’t recite 

his Hail Mary in the bomb shelter, who says he’s a protestant but who gets nervous when 

having to strip for his bath (the boys get one bath a fortnight), because there are Germans in 

the bath house? 

 It’s a gentle film – gentler than Lacombe Lucien – a gentle film about terror. 

 The historical environment it depicts is like the nightmare world as seen by Andre 

Gregory, but is real, seen not in a Jerzy Grotowski perspective, but in a Christian perspective. 

“Mes enfants,” says the Father Superior in the sermon which is the film’s central statement, 

“nous vivons dans le temps de discorde et de haïne. Le mensonge est tout-puissant, les 

chretiens s’entretuent, ceux qui devraient nous guider nous trahïssent, plus que jamais nous 

devrons nous garder de l’egoïsme et de l’indifference”. 

 His words are born out in the next scene, though not in the way you expect. Two Vichy 

policemen come into a restaurant and try to throw out an elderly Jewish man sitting alone. 

The waiter protests; the other customers protest; and finally, it’s a German officer, annoyed at 

having his meal interrupted and a nice civilised atmosphere spoiled, who simply yells “Fou 

moi le camp!” and the collaborators have no alternative but to go. Conrad Veidt was never 

like this in Casablanca. 

 The monks run a good Christian establishment; but still the source of destruction is 

within. The boys trade food from home on the black market run by Joseph, the scullery-boy, 

the pig-keeper, the cripple whose disability prevents him from being sent to a German work-

camp, but who has no money, and no family like the families of his rich pupil friends. When 
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the Father Superior discovers what’s going on, he takes it to be a symptom of the “egoïsme et 

indifference” he preached about. But his punishments are not even-handed. Joseph’s friends 

are gated: Joseph is sacked. 

 Joseph’s motive for collaborating with the Gestapo is much better than that of Lucien 

Lacombe. 

 

    
 

 Au Revoir les Enfants is a great and moving film because it is so understated, and made 

with such assured, self-effacing skill. 

 Artaud, the unacknowledged god of Andre Gregory, was one of the gods acknowledged 

by the students in Paris in 1968 (Groucho Marx being another). As one character says in 

Malle’s Milou en Mai (1990), les événements are being organised by “situationists” as well as 

by Marxists and Maoists. The situationists were, like Gregory, in revolt against traditional 

theatre – embodied, by their jejeune analysis, in, for example, the work of Jean-Louis 

Barrault. Some students, thinking, as Gregory does, that their alternative theatre was the way 

of the future, and the salvation of the present, invaded the office of Barrault le bourgeois – 

only to find a photo of Artaud himself already there on the table. “Ils ont volé Artaud!” was 

their cry of dismay. 

 Milou opens with a granny apparently in tears as she listens over the radio to the chaos 

that’s engulfing Paris. She lives in a rambling old country house, and she’s played by Paulette 

Dubost, who’s Lisette, Nora Gregor’s maidservant (wife to Gaston Modot!) in La Règle du 
Jeu.

1
 Offscreen, however, we hear what she’s doing, which is chopping onions – her tears are 

caused by the onions, not by her anxiety over the fate of de Gaulle. 

 Suddenly, de Gaulle or no de Gaulle, she has a heart attack, staggers halfway upstairs, 

and drops dead. Her delayed funeral (for the undertakers, like two-thirds of the rest of France, 

go on strike), is the focus of the film. Her corpse lies in the living room for its duration, 

becoming, like the events in Paris, increasingly irrelevant to what the film’s really about. Now 

and again her ghost comes back (she seems very happy being dead). 

 The mourners arrive, and the children, to divide the estate. Malle and his co-scenarist, 

Jean-Claude Carrière, devise numerous pairings, cross-pairings, and couplings, in the manner 

of Chekhov, whose Cherry Orchard is a vital subtext, for the question “what will happen to 

the property?” concerns everyone. Will it be sold to developers? Will it become a golf 

course? Shoutingly against any such ideas is Milou himself (Michel Piccoli), who lives there, 

not doing very much except catching crayfish and shafting the maidservant: two things 

Marcel Dalio would never do in La Règle du Jeu. 
 But the new dawn of 1968 takes over. The Pill is discussed, as though its implications 

were integral to what the situationists, Marxists and Maoists are all bringing about. A jolly 

lorry-driver, who brings a real situationist to the party, opines that all the fun’s gone out of 

sex now the woman always expects an orgasm. The situationist takes his shirt off and shows 

two girls the bruises les flics have given him … and before they know what’s happening, 

everyone’s thinking sex, and swapping, and of the selfishness of middle-class monogamy. But 

then the reverse implications of the events strike home as de Gaulle disappears, and it’s 

                                                 
1: Paulette Dubost is still alive as I write, in 2006. 
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obvious that the real political revolution is starting. Knowing that they themselves will be the 

prime targets of any such thing, the entire household takes to the hills … knowing how 

quickly May 1968 fizzled out, we’re sure nothing will happen, except that several that people 

will catch cold. 

 Milou keeps the house, even though there’s nothing left in it but his bike, and the ghost of 

his mother. And the owner of the local chemical works has used the strike during les 

événements as an excuse to discharge waste into the stream, and all his crayfish are dead. 

 May 1968 gives Louis Malle an opportunity the obverse of that given him by WWII: to 

create a political comedy, not a tragedy. But his comedy and his tragedy overlap, and almost 

become one. 

 Having made three such masterpieces as Lacombe …, Au Revoir …, and Milou, left 

Malle nowhere to go but sideways and down a bit. Damage (1992), is an expert study in the 

sheer indecent, anti-social nature of passionate love – smoothly directed and written, acted 

with great skill and, as you might say, shockingly choreographed. Malle, aided by his writer 

(David Hare, no less), handles the ’90s English ambience as well as he does France in the 

’40s or east coast USA in the ’80s. Zbigniew Preisner’s music is exceptional. 

 Some of the details, paraphrased, are brutal. Jeremy Irons leaves a meeting of 

environment ministers in Brussels late one pm, to fuck Juliet Binoche, his own son’s 

girlfriend, in a Paris doorway at 5.30 am the following day: Binoche, having agreed to marry 

Irons’ son, gives Irons a blow-job in the middle of the following night. It’s so unbelievable 

that you believe it. 

 Irons’ big, tragic error – leaving a key in the door of Binoche’s flat – parallels that of 

Maurice Ronet in Escalier …, leaving his grappling-iron still dangling from the railing on the 

floor where he murdered his boss. But Irons’ case is tragic, where Ronet’s just shows his 

incompetence: if only English cabinet ministers’ passions did make them into tragic figures, 

one muses, instead of the middle-class lecherous buffoons they are. 

 Damage is gripping: if it finally leaves us colder than it should, it’s because the 

motivation behind Juliet Binoche’s destructive behaviour remains a blank, as does Juliet 

Binoche. 


